
September Home Learning P2 
Maths and Numeracy 

 

Sumdog 

Please complete the Sumdog Homework Task 3 daily. When 

complete go to Top Marks or BBC Bitesize Maths and Numeracy 

for P2(Scotland). 

 

Mental Maths games 

Play addition and subtraction games to practise quick recall.  

Choose one below.  

 Numbers within 10 

 Numbers within 20 

 Numbers within 100 

 Numbers over 100.  

 

Shape 

Find 2D and 3D shapes around the house.  Sort into groups.  Can 

you find any interesting shapes? 

 

Look through your Read, Write, Count bag. 

 

Topic 

 

Water 

Find solids, liquids and gases around the house and sort them into 

each group. 

 

Sound 

Record with a phone some water sounds around your house or in 

the garden:- shower, washing machine, watering can etc. Ask 

someone in your house to guess the sounds. 

Make a mystery sound quiz for an adult or friend. Record 10 

sounds around the house and see if they can identify them. 

 

Castle 

Design a Top Trump card for a character in a castle. Please label 

your picture with what they are wearing and what material it is 

made from. 

 

Watch a virtual tour of Edinburgh Castle online.  

 

Writing 

 

Description 

Create your own weapon and write a description. 

(Use number,size,colour,shape,doing sentence bubbles to write 

your description) 

 

Recount 

Write about your weekend or something recent i.e. a trip, 

experience, hobby.  

 

 

Health and Wellbeing 

 

Draw round your hand on a piece of paper. For each finger think 

of a quality you think is important for being a good friend. You can 

draw or write. Cut out and talk about your picture. 

Play 

 

Have play linked to castles with some of the following ideas; 

 Dress up as a character in a castle 

 Construct a castle 

 Construct something for the castle 

 Create outdoor castle 

 

ICT 

 

Research 

Research facts about a castle of your choice and create a poster 

on word. 

 

Purple Mash  

Use Purple Mash and look for the Castle Section and explore the 

different features. Log in cards in homework bags. Please return 

to school. 

PE 

 

 Watch Joe Wicks and create your own workout video.  

 

 Practice dribbling and catching which links to our PE theme this 

term which is basketball.  

 

 Play against an adult or friend, you could always create your 

own ball game.  

Expressive Arts 

 

Drama 

Listen to a castle poem or rhyme and create sounds to go along 

with it. 

 

Art 

Draw a water animal and its habitat 

 

Look at the sky today and create a picture using different 

materials. Also try to see what shapes or animals you can see. 

Capture a photograph of the cloud.  



Reading 

 

Have quiet reading time with a book of your choice. Have a discussion after you have read the book 

saying what you liked, characters and favourite part. Draw your favourite character or part of 

story. 

Spelling 

 

Practice the spelling words that have been sent home this week.   

 


